Abuse & EnergyTM Series

How can we overpower the bullying and authoritarianism in our
homes, our communities, and our world? By using energy to heal
both individually and collectively.
This series shines a powerful flashlight on how to build strength
within so we can live peacefully together. The author’s stories of
energetic transformation will bring us “home.”

Bringing You Home Through the
Transformational Power of Energy

In this compelling journey from Abuse to Energy, Mariane Weigley
takes her readers to a greater understanding of this essential idea:
You are more than you think you are. Seeing the world from a new
perspective allows fresh awareness to occur and creates ways to
change and heal from the inside.
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Empowerment Begins When the Reaction Ends!

Diving into the Depths of Your
Personal Understanding

This second book in the series advances the premise that We Are Energy. By sharing the author’s personal life stories of emotional abuse,
readers can apply concepts that will bring a greater understanding
to their own lives. This includes the role of releasing old, built-up
energy by trusting One’s intuition and understanding the process of
energetic change.
Reactions End When Releasing Begins!
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Becoming the Person You Always
Could Have Been

The third in this series promises the fullness of Mariane’s path for
healing after abuse, trauma, and dissociation. It delivers Information, Validation, and Support as readers strive to recognize and grow
out of Survival Mode. Trusting One’s Intuition and Understanding
the Human Energy System are key.
Peace Begins on the Inside for All of Us!

www.WeigleyPublications.com
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One Woman’s Path for Healing After Abuse,
Trauma, and Dissociation
As an intuitive who senses energy in a variety of ways, Mariane E. Weigley,
JD, writes, speaks, teaches, and publishes what it means to be an energy
being. She expresses from the soul’s perspective how everything is about
Energy.
Mariane earned her BBA in business and education from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison in 1973 and her JD from Marquette University Law
School in 1992. She was a practicing lawyer for 14 years. After her 25-year
marriage ended, she turned to counseling, meditation, and journaling. This
resulted in a profound shift at the age of 52. As part of her healing process,
she began to write—to heal herself and ultimately to lay the groundwork
for helping others.
“This series is the result of being able to heal and grow. Mariane came to trust her gut, and she flowered. Readers can also use Mariane’s experiences (stories) as springboards for healing.” (Excerpt from
the Foreword - Book 2)
—Jo Ann Cooper, PhD, Psychologist/Member, American Psychological Association/Diplomate,
American Academy of Pain Management/Fellow, American College of Forensic Examiners

“Survival Mode hits home for me. It gives a name to when your soul, your energy, is injured and needs
to recuperate.”
—Nancy D. Campbell, Healthcare/IT Professional

“…filled with messages of wisdom, relief for the suffering, and a broad view of the soul and its healing. Mariane’s story is a powerful one, full of compelling incidents and timely advice for healing those
deeply embedded griefs and traumas left by the roadside of life. This series is a must for healing practitioners of all types, students of the soul, students of the mind, and students of the body.”
—Janice DeCovnick, PhD, Clinical Psychologis/Member, American Psychological Association

“...this enlightening, inspiring series will open their eyes to the insidious, far-ranging impact of emotional abuse. More importantly, it will show how to regain the confidence and courage to create the quality
of life you want, need, and deserve…now, not someday.”
—Sam Horn, Author, Tongue Fu!® and Never Be Bullied Again

“…incredibly helpful for those who have experienced abuse in their lives, particularly as children. It is
highly accessible – no medical or psychological jargon – and the analogies help explain the concepts
being introduced. Highly recommended!”

—Jamie McMillin, Author, Legendary Learning
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